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COVID-19

Healthcare inequities come to foreground during pandemic

BY MATT SIMONETTE

In mid-April, when Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot called attention to the disproportionate number of COVID-19 deaths among the City’s Black residents—about 70 percent of deaths related to the virus were among African-Americans—officials at the Howard Brown Health system were not shocked, said Maya Green, MD, medical director for the organization’s 63rd Street, Thresholds South and other south region facilities.

“This is what happens in a pandemic,” said Green. “Traditionally underserved communities get impacted the hardest. We weren’t surprised and saw that coming. We were grateful that we had the [testing] tents in place.”

A vital aspect of healthcare service delivery is both recognizing and meaningfully addressing socio-cultural inequities that affect the lives of clients to the point where their wellbeing can be negatively impacted. As such, Howard Brown has tried to be conscientious serving Chicagoans on the margins as the pandemic progresses.

The organization began delivering COVID-19 tests in March at multiple locations, and recently launched a new testing facility in partnership with Project Vida in Little Village. Since Lightfoot’s initial comments about the racial disparities, City officials have also noted higher rates of COVID-19 transmission within the Chicago Latinx community as well.

“We are [also] grateful to the community and fellow organizations that see the needs and are moving at ‘pandemic speeds’ to meet them,” Green added.

Howard Brown has been providing resources to allow its regular clients to continue sheltering in place, by offering visits by Telehealth and psychiatry mobile units, for example. The organization is also distributing STI screenings via mobile units and working alongside food pantries in prioritized neighborhoods, Green said.

“Part of ‘shelter-in-place’ means you have to get food [safely]—that’s primary prevention, where you do all the things you can do to make sure that someone doesn’t get sick,” she added.

Primary prevention strategies are based upon both how a condition transmits as well as the behaviors of a population. Green cited numerous determinants of health factoring in a patient’s well-being that healthcare providers must be aware of looking at COVID-19 at both the micro and macro levels.

Chief among those are chronic conditions such as HIV or diabetes affect persons of color disproportionately and can make a patient more vulnerable to illness from COVID-19. Other determinants include access to health resources, equity in education and equity in employment opportunities, which can have a similar impact.

April, the organization had tested about 950 persons for COVID-19.

Bias within the healthcare system is often institutionalized at both the individual and structural levels, since Americans deal with it their entire lives, Green noted. That bias is exacerbated further in a natural resistance from stakeholders to a systematic critique.

“The hardest part of dealing with bias, especially with implicit bias, is the struggle when you don’t even acknowledge it,” she explained. “It’s hard to recognize that about ourselves as a collective society.”

That denial is often followed by an impulse to assign blaming onto persons in need. All the while, as communities, politicians and other stakeholders go through these processes, the pandemic only advances rapidly.

“One they get it, some people are dealing with a two-week span of their life,” Green said. “Instead of going through shock, blame and denial, we need to pivot that energy and turn to a narrative focused on determining the social determinants of health—getting them access to food, access to Telehealth, access to education. That’s why I’m glad [Howard Brown] is in a space where we can do that.”

Green added that, even with the strain of individualism that so infuses life in the United States, “We’re seeing how much we need each other and looking for opportunities to connect. Now that we’re seeing so many of the opportunities taken away, a lot of us our saying, ‘Hey, I really appreciate my fellow humans.’”

COVID-19

Forum explores virus’ impact on the disenfranchised

BY MATT SIMONETTE

Chicago advocates gathered online the morning of May 8 to discuss the impact of COVID-19 on vulnerable communities.

The meeting was part of a series organized by the Chicago House advocacy and was moderated by activist Kim Hunt, who is executive director of Pride Action Tank.

The pandemic, Hunt said, “is an opportunity to apply lessons learned and remember that we can do better.”

Participants discussed how both community members and organizations have had to be nimble in responding to persons who have had varying degrees of need both going into, and as a result of, the pandemic.

Coronavirus “requires us all to be rapid responders, to varying degrees,” said Channyn Lynne Parker, Howard Brown Health’s director of strategic partnerships. She discussed her agency’s early efforts to widen access to coronavirus testing all throughout the city, a daunting challenge when those tests were initially accessible mainly for the wealthy few.

LaSaia Wade, executive director of Brave Space Alliance, which primarily serves transgender Chicagoans of color, said that, to a certain extent, the pandemic offers an exacerbation of difficulties her organization’s constituency face on a day-to-day basis.

Hunt described Brave Space Alliance as an organization that “fills the gaps” left open from the government’s failure to respond.

“We live this life of extreme need daily,” Wade added. As such, her organization tapped into “people power” to ensure transgender Black and Brown folks would be able to access food and other resources.

“We have to take care of each other, because we know that the state has never taken care of us,” Wade said.

Chicago House CEO Michael Herman was asked to note any similarities between the HIV/AIDS crisis he perceived. He focused on the two: the increasing application of shaming to put distance between the infected and the non-infected, and the potential for public and governmental downplaying of the health crisis’ urgency since minority groups are those who are primarily impacted.

“I have a great fear that we are seeing a lot of this same type of behavior,” he said.

Parker added that ageism also fed into how the pandemic played out in this country. She noted that the urgency in the coronavirus response did not see a significant uptick until it became clear that more than the elderly and the infirm were at risk for infection.

AIDS Foundation of Chicago Director of Policy Aisha Davis noted that the discussions about “opening up” the economy needed to be broadened significantly, and the implications more thoroughly considered, since many Americans driving the conversation do not so much want go back to work as have other people go back to work for them.

When these discussions take place, Davis said, “You have to have all the people in the room who have been impacted” by the pandemic. She added, “There are a lot of intersecting things that we have to consider.”
The U.S. Census happens only every 10 years. It counts everyone in the United States and uses that information to determine how many members of Congress represent your community and how federal funds are spent. Completing the census is one more way we can help each other. When you fill out the census, you help amplify the LGBTQ community’s voice and ensure federal funds go to critical services like schools, libraries, nutrition and health programs, roads and much more.

Get started today at howardbrown.org/2020census
COVID-19

Pritzker announces ‘Restore Illinois,’ a five-phase plan

Relying on data, science and guidance from public-health experts and after consulting with stakeholders across the state, Gov. J.B. Pritzker announced Restore Illinois—a five-phase plan focused on saving lives, reimplmenting a semblance of livelihood and safely reopening Illinois.

“We have to figure out how to live with COVID-19 until it can be vanquished—and to do so in a way that best supports our residents’ health and our healthcare systems, and saves the most lives,” said Pritzker in a statement. “Restore Illinois is a public-health plan to safely reintroduce the parts of our lives that have been put on hold in our fight against COVID-19. This is also a data-driven plan that operates on a region-by-region basis, a recognition that reality on the ground looks different in different areas of our state.”

The five-phase plan is based on regional healthcare availability and recognizes the distinct impact COVID-19 has had on different regions of our state as well as regional variations in hospital capacity. The Illinois Department of Public Health (IDPH) has 11 Emergency Medical Services Regions that have traditionally guided its statewide public health work. For the purposes of Restore Illinois, from those 11, four health regions are established, each with the ability to independently move through a phased approach: Northeast Illinois, North-Central Illinois, Central Illinois and Southern Illinois.

The five phases of reopening for each health region are as follows:

—Phase 1—Rapid Spread: The rate of infection among those tested and the number of patients admitted to the hospital is high or rapidly increasing. Strict stay at home and social distancing guidelines are in place and only essential businesses remain open.

—Phase 2—Flattening: The rate of infection among those tested and the number of patients admitted to the hospital beds and ICU beds increases at an ever slower rate, moving toward a flat and even a downward trajectory. Non-essential retail stores reopen for curbside pickup and delivery.

Illinoisans are directed to wear a face covering when outside the home, and can begin enjoying additional outdoor activities like golf, boating and fishing while practicing social distancing. To varying degrees, every region is experiencing flattening as of early May.

—Phase 3—Recovery: The rate of infection among those tested and the number of patients needing ICU beds is stable or declining. Manufacturing, offices, retail, barbershops and salons can reopen to the public with capacity and other limits and safety precautions. All gatherings limited to 10 or fewer people are allowed. Face coverings and social distancing are the norm.

—Phase 4—Revitalization: The rate of infection among those tested and the number of patients admitted to the hospital continues to decline. All gatherings of up to 50 people are allowed, restaurants and bars reopen, travel restrictions are lifted with appropriate safeguards.

—Phase 5—Illinois Restored: With a vaccine or treatment not yet available, IDPH will be closely monitoring key metrics to immediately identify new growth in cases and hospitalizations to determine whether a return to a prior phase is needed.

Pritzker and his administration continue to urge all Illinois residents to follow the state’s stay-at-home order and to follow the guidance issued by the state and public-health experts in place reflecting the lessons learned during the COVID-19 pandemic.

With a vaccine or treatment not yet available, IDPH will be closely monitoring key metrics to immediately identify new growth in cases and hospitalizations to determine whether a return to a prior phase is needed.

Pritzker and his administration continue to urge all Illinois residents to follow the state’s stay-at-home order and to follow the guidance issued by the state and public-health experts in place reflecting the lessons learned during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Gov. Pritzker’s “Restore Illinois” plan. (For a larger version, visit WindyCityMediaGroup.com/pdf/Restore1.pdf.) Image courtesy of Pritzker’s press office

COVID-19

Lightfoot unveils five-phase plan for reopening Chicago

On May 8, Chicago Mayor Lori E. Lightfoot, alongside the Chicago Department of Public Health, announced the “Protecting Chicago” framework that the city will be using to guide Chicago’s reopening process amid COVID-19.

The framework—organized into five phases in alignment with the State of Illinois’ “Restore Illinois” plan—will advise Chicagoans on how to safely exit from shelter-in-place while continuing to prioritize the health of our most vulnerable residents.

The “Protecting Chicago” framework comprises five phases, and Chicago has already transitioned from phase one (Strict Stay-at-Home) to phase two (Stay-at-Home):

PHASE ONE: STRICT STAY-AT-HOME – Limit the amount of contact with others; goal is to limit interactions to rapidly slow the spread of COVID-19

—Essential workers go to work; everyone else works from home

—Stay at home and limit going out to essential activities only

—Physically distance from anyone you do not live with, especially vulnerable friends and family

PHASE TWO: STAY-AT-HOME – Guard against unsafe interactions with others; goal is to continue flattening the curve while safely being outside

—Essential workers go to work; everyone else works from home

—Stay at home as much as possible

—Wear a face covering while outside your home

—Physically distance from anyone you do not live with, especially vulnerable friends and family

PHASE THREE: CAUTIOUSLY REOPEN – Strict physical distancing with some businesses opening; goal is to thoughtfully begin to reopen Chicago safely

—Non-essential workers begin to return to work in a phased way

—Select businesses, non-profits, city entities open with demonstrated, appropriate protections for workers and customers

—When meeting others, physically distance and wear a face covering

—Non-business, social gatherings limited to <10 persons

—Phased, limited public amenities begin to open

—Stay at home if you feel ill or have come into contact with someone with COVID-19

—Continue to physically distance from vulnerable populations

—Get tested if you have symptoms

PHASE FOUR: GRADUALLY RESUME – Continued staggered reopening into a new normal; goal is to further reopen Chicago while ensuring the safety of residents

—Additional business and capacity restrictions are lifted with appropriate safeguards

—Additional public amenities open

—Continue to wear face covering and physically distance

—Continue to distance and allow vulnerable residents to shelter

PHASE FIVE: PROTECT – Continue to protect vulnerable populations; goal is to continue to maintain safety until COVID-19 is contained

—All businesses open

—Non-vulnerable individuals can resume working

—Most activities resume with health safety in place

—Some events can resume

—Set up screenings and tests at work or with your family

—Sign up for a vaccine on the COVID Coach web portal

The epidemiological criteria for transitioning between phases are rooted in public health guidance and will be reviewed and revisited on an ongoing basis. Health-based metrics are one of the many considerations that the City is weighing to determine the details of the city’s reopening approach and sequencing.
COVID-19

Virus claims local transgender nurse

Anjanette “AJ” Miller—a registered nurse who lived in Skokie—passed away at Glenbrook Hospital due to COVID-19 on April 14. She was 48.

Born in the Philippines, she obtained her bachelor of nursing degree in the University of the Visayas. AJ moved to the United States in 2001 to pursue her professional career and seeking for a greener pasture, and to live openly as a trans woman.

She was the director of nursing at Bridge- way Senior Living, and also worked at Kindred Lakeshore Chicago and Community First Hospital. She worked in previous hospitals, home health and other healthcare institutions in her almost two decades in the United States. Among her many interests were Filmmaking, travelling, fashion, designing and fishing. She was known for her wit, passion and dedication toward work, and generosity.

She was predeceased by her mother, Prudencia. AJ will be lovingly remembered by her father, Guido, and siblings, namely Cielo (Edgar), Loida (Nilo), Jun-jun (Jovelyn) and Venus (Ted). She will be forever cherished by her numerous nieces, nephews, cousins, extended family, friends and colleagues.

A memorial mass and interment will be celebrated in the Philippines at a later date when it is once again safe to travel and celebrated in the Philippines at a later date.

Venus (Ted). She will be forever cherished by Edgar), Loida (Nilo), Jun-jun (Jovelyn) and Jun-jun (Jovelyn). She will be forever cherished by her numerous nieces, nephews, cousins, extended family, friends and colleagues.

A memorial mass and interment will be celebrated in the Philippines at a later date when it is once again safe to travel and gather.

Arrangements by Cremation Society of Illinois, 773-281-5058 or www.cremation-society.com

COVID-19

Lightfoot, BACP unveil more measures to help businesses

On May 7, Chicago Mayor Lori E. Lightfoot and the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection (BACP) introduced an ordinance to provide additional regulatory and financial relief measures to Chicago’s businesses impacted by the COVID-19 outbreak.

The proposed ordinance would extend the expiration date for licenses that otherwise would expire during the pandemic and defer the collection of accessibility fee payments from taxicabs and transportation network providers (TNPs) while the ordinance is in effect.

The relief legislation was passed by the Committee on License and Consumer Protection and will be considered by the full City Council on Wed., May 20.

The proposed ordinance would be in effect until it is automatically repealed on Tuesday, June 30, or until the Commissioner of the Chicago Department of Public Health (CDPH) makes a written determination that the threat to public health of COVID-19 has diminished, whichever is earlier.

Under the ordinance, any license issued by BACP with an expiration date on or after March 15 will be considered active and no late fees will be assessed until 30 days following the repeal of the ordinance on June 30 or until CDPH makes a written determination. This applies to all businesses licensed by the City, such as retail stores, child day cares, hotels, restaurant and bars, along with public vehicle licenses, such as taxicab medallions, pedicabs, private ambulances and medicars.

Also, the proposed ordinance would give BACP the authority to defer the collection of the accessibility fee paid by Chicago taxicabs and TNPs.

Currently, taxicab medallion licensees pay $22 per month and TNPs pay $0.10 per ride into the Accessibility Fund, which is used to support accessible transportation options, including those for individuals who use wheelchairs. Under the proposal, this fee will be deferred until June 30 and will apply retroactively to March 18 since these businesses are not able to generate revenue. This delay will not impact accessible transportation needs that the fund provides.

COVID-19

Report: 320K trans adults with underlying conditions at risk

An estimated 319,800 U.S. adults who identify as transgender have one or more medical conditions, including asthma, diabetes, heart disease, or HIV, according to the Williams Institute at UCLA School of Law.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has indicated that adults with underlying medical conditions and older adults are at high risk for COVID-19. Approximately 217,000 transgender adults are age 65 and older.

The entire brief is at WilliamsInstitute.law.ucla.edu/publications/transgender-covid-19-risk.
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Billie Jean King: LGBTQ icon on Chicago ties, tennis, out athletes

BY ANDREW DAVIS

Billie Jean King could easily rest on her laurels as one of the greatest tennis players ever—and she's one of the few to have a movie made about her (the 2017 film Battle of the Sexes, starring Emma Stone and Steve Carell).

However, King has done much more, most notably as an advocate for LGBTQ rights as well as gender parity. In a recent interview with Windy City Times, King (who is a member of the Chicago LGBT Hall of Fame) talked about the COVID-19 pandemic, tennis, politics and the dearth of openly LGBTQ athletes.

Windy City Times: One thing a lot of people don’t know is that you have Chicago connections.

Billie Jean King: We [King and partner Ilana Kloss] lived there for 12 years; we’re now in New York City. We ran World Team Tennis, which has men and women on each team. We sold it three or four years ago, but we were in Chicago for 12 years and absolutely loved it. We did a lot of work with Mark Walter, the Guggenheim [CEO] whose family is in Chicago now.

And there’s also this tennis facility on the South Side of Chicago [the XS Tennis Village], which has indoor courts and some outdoor ones. Kids play there, but some of the world’s best players are there, too. [Founder/CEO] Kamau Murray is a great guy who’s making some things happen there. It’s even a great place to hang out. Anyway, I got back then and I feel very connected to Chicago. I play a lot of golf there, too.

Also, we have friends here. But other people always bring up the weather first: “How can you live in Chicago? It’s so cold there.” There are places that are colder. I tell people Chicago is the most underrated city in the world. The only thing I don’t like is that it’s too segregated; we’ve got to get rid of that. I think the South Side has so much potential there. People think of guns when you bring up the South Side, but there are a lot of beautiful things happening there.

I think [Mayor] Lori Lightfoot is great. To have a woman who’s an out lesbian mayor is fantastic. I think having more and more people in office like her and Robert Garcia—the gay mayor of Long Beach, California, where I’m from—is great. The LGBTQ community has many problems; the poverty is higher, teenage suicides are 40-per-cent higher. People still are not necessarily comfortable with us.

And we really need to be careful these days, with COVID-19, especially if you’re immunocompromised with HIV/AIDS. Ilana and I have been involved with the Elton John AIDS Foundation—they kicked Elton and me out because we’re too old. [Laughs] He’s now the [founder] and I’m the [honorary lifetime] president; David Furnish [John’s husband, who chairs the board of directors] has been great. With the foundation, I think it’s good to be ambitious, even if you don’t make the mark. I think we’re trying to eliminate AIDS by 2030; that would be amazing for so many people, including newborn babies.

What’s the place in Chicago, on Halsted?

WCT: The Center on Halsted.

King: Yes—I helped them, too.

WCT: Yes; the gym is named after you.

King: Yes. I helped Patrick Sheahan and the Center [with its fundraising campaign]. He’s the one I worked with. Do you know what the Center is doing right now regarding COVID-19?

WCT: I know there are some programs and services going on. [The Center is currently closed, but there are some remote services.] Let’s switch to tennis. I know that current and former players such as Simona Halep and Amelie Mauresmo have said that this current tennis season should be scrapped entirely because of the pandemic. Where do you stand?

King: I have the feeling they won’t play this year. The WTA and ATP [women’s and men’s associations] are trying to figure out something but COVID-19 will dictate what happens this year—not us. Health comes first, so whatever is most important for our fans and players [takes precedence]. All the factions are trying to get some sort of scheduling together, but I know they’ll do what’s best for people’s safety. There’s also been a lot of talk for sports with no fans—so maybe if we can get some fans to watch. But the health of people in the world is number one.

WCT: Recently, Roger Federer has been talking about merging the men’s and women’s tennis associations—something you’ve been advocating for decades. Why hasn’t that happened?

King: Over 50 years ago, I tried to get us together—but this is why your question is really wonderful. Men of this generation and the one coming up are so much better about inclusion of women than they used to be, and when top men players like him speak out, it’s really great. I talked with Roger the other day and I said, “I hope you guys get together and persevere.”

Tournaments that have men and women playing together make so much more money than single-gender tournaments. It’s a no-brainer that we should [coalesce]. It’s good business and we need to do it for our fans; also, media get more money if we get together—we all end up winning. Also, we would be setting a precedent and an example for the rest of the world about inclusion.

What I used to say 50 years ago is that it’s not just about what we do on the court, but off of it as well—and make this world a better place. Your generation and younger are better about inclusion. Boy, COVID-19 has brought that idea to the forefront; every ad is about working together now. Every time I see that, I say, “Yes! That’s what I’ve been wanting to tell you.” We need to fight for equality and inclusion, and that includes the LGBTQ+ community. We’re not a binary world anymore, and we just need to be kind to each other.

WCT: We’re supposed to be more progressive than ever. Why do you think more athletes have not come out?

King: We still have a culture that’s macho, and ignorance is a part of it. I grew up in a really homophobic culture, but still you notice that if a guy comes out, he’s usually retired. The culture of the locker room is so tough—but the difference today is that coming out is celebrated, like with Jason Collins of the NBA.

One difference between when he came out and when I was outed [in 1981] was that I lost most of my endorsements. I lost a lot and was still struggling with my sexuality, so everything was just a mess. Larry [King] was a great guy and didn’t divorce me even though I kept asking for one. And it was also about me and the future of the tour, so it wasn’t just about me; I had a lot on my shoulders.

When Jason came out [in 2013], President Obama called him and congratulated him. That would not have happened in the late ‘70s or early ‘80s—I can tell you that much now. But it makes me happy that it’s celebrated now. However, men weren’t really questioned about sexuality like women were. I didn’t have one woman sportswriter at the [Battle of the Sexes]. We started the Virginia Slims tour in 1971 and, for years, there were no women at the media conferences. Also, I have a younger brother [Randy Moffitt] who played 12 years of professional baseball [1971-83]; he was always great. He went through a lot—can you imagine the team giving him a hard time [as King went through her outing]? And the straight women stepped up, which surprised me but was great; they didn’t care about our sexuality. But every generation has to want, fight and win. We deserve the best.

WCT: I know you’re politically involved. If you had a chance to ask our current president one question—and be guaranteed to get the truth from him—what would it be?

King: I try not to think about this president, but focus on what we need to do. What would I ask him? Probably something about COVID-19? I probably want to know “Did you do the right thing with the information you got about COVID-19?” My understanding is that Trump [dissolved] Obama’s pandemic preparedness team; I’d ask him why he did that—and what he’s truly doing for people now. It’s good to handle things early, like [California Gov.] Gavin Newsom did. Character is usually revealed when things are tough—even if someone says, “I made a mistake.” Sports teach you that.
COVID-19
Lightfoot, CDPH, unions come together regarding surge in Latinx cases

On May 6, Chicago Mayor Lori E. Lightfoot and the Chicago Department of Public Health (CDPH) joined union leaders to announce a new phase in the city’s plan to address the racial health disparities exacerbated by the COVID-19 outbreak, including new data showing the disproportionate impact on Chicago’s Latinx community.

As part of a response plan, the city has formed a partnership with SEIU Local 1, UNITE HERE Local 1 and the Construction and General Laborers’ District Council of Chicago and Vicinity to better protect essential workers and address inequities across the city. The unions will work in partnership with the city’s Racial Equity Rapid Response team to activate a new phase of the response plan, engaging the most impacted communities in an effort to build greater equity in health outcomes.

The number of confirmed COVID-19 positive cases throughout Chicago continues to increase, and over the past month the data show an increasingly disproportionate impact on the Latinx community. In early April, the Latinx population represented 37 percent of cases and 25 percent of deaths.

As of May 5, COVID-19 demographic data show 7,156 Latinx Chicagoans, 6,967 Black Chicagoans, 3,381 white Chicagoans and 636 Asian Chicagoans had been diagnosed with COVID-19. Notably, in spite of efforts to improve reporting, about 28 percent of test results still lack race and ethnicity data; however, in the cases of death, only 3 percent of the same data is missing.

Last month, CDPH issued a public health order enhancing medical data-sharing requirements for all acute care and long-term hospitals, in line with Mayor Lightfoot’s commitment to transparency and in order to better support the City’s ability to track COVID-19 and its impact on individuals and communities. CDPH is releasing updated demographic data daily during the COVID-19 pandemic at Chicago.gov/coronavirus.

Town hall addresses youths’ needs during pandemic

Advocates focused on ensuring that LGBT youth have access both to resources and straightforward facts during the COVID-19 pandemic presented during Equality Illinois’ April 28 online town hall meeting.

As the pandemic processes, numerous LGBT youth might be finding themselves without the support systems they generally rely upon, whether those might be friends, school personnel or community organizations, noted Nat Duran, youth engagement manager for Illinois Safe Schools Alliance.

They further explained that youth are currently facing “unparalleled questions,” and that adults need to both model self-care and give as many visual indications as possible of their support.

Tara Bell Janowick, who is board chair for Carbondale-based Rainbow Cafe, added that many downstate youth especially in danger of isolation since they often do not have access to the same online resources as students in Cook County or its collar counties, nor are their schools staffed with personnel who were much equipped to thoroughly address LGBT students’ needs in the first place.

Rainbow Cafe normally holds Friday night meetups with its youth; those are obviously on hold for now. For the moment, Janowick added, “Our primary function has disappeared. … Being able to do that one-on-one interaction has been taken away.”

Successfully engaging youth, concluded both speakers, involved speaking with them honestly while being conscientious about not inducing anxiety. Additionally, adults should remember that communication goes both ways, Duran said.

“Sometimes youth just need to talk and vent, and give in to their emotions,” they added. “Rather than [just] ‘telling,’ it might be more helpful just to listen.”

Report: Sexual minorities more than twice as likely be homeless

In a new study from the Williams Institute at UCLA School of Law finds an estimated 17 percent of sexual minority adults in the country report having experienced homelessness at some point in their lives, compared to 6 percent of the general population.

The majority (71 percent) experienced homelessness for the first time as an adult, compared to 20 percent who experienced it before age 18.

In addition, a significantly higher proportion of transgender people reported homelessness in the past year compared to both sexual minority and cisgender straight people. And among LGB people, African Americans had particularly high rates of recent experiences of homelessness.

This study is the first to provide estimates of the percentage of sexual and gender minority adults experiencing homelessness compared to cisgender straight adults using nationally representative data collected from the Generations Study and the U.S. Transgender Population Health Survey (TransPop). Questions about lifetime experiences with homelessness were not included in TransPop, so only recent experiences are included for transgender people.
Census 2020 is complicated for LGBTQ people, but it counts

By now, everyone should have received a mailing from the U.S. Census Bureau to get counted. I have complicated feelings about the census.

While the census is critically important to ensure a fair allocation of funding for services and political representation, it will not deliver the full acceptance and freedom of the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer community. After all, it’s a government survey. It will not capture the breadth of human experience in America today. So why are my feelings about it “complicated?”

It’s about me and who I am

Some aspects of my identity are reflected in the census. I’m gay. There is no census question asking about sexual orientation. Yet, the relationship question counts same-sex married spouses and unmarried partners. While being a same-sex couple is a poor proxy for sexual orientation, the 2010 census uncovered more than 700,000 same-sex couples in the United States.

I’m a dad of an adopted African-American child. Many LGBTQ people build families through adoption. The census counts transracial families. In fact, every year census data is used to allocate $8 Billion for foster care and adoption assistance that can help queer start families.

But it doesn’t reflect my community

At the same time, my community is erased. Trans and gender non-conforming people must respond to a binary sex question. They must choose between male or female. Queers start families.

It’s about political power and influence

But for me the most important aspect of the Census is the political influence that the data drives. The census can be a check on the outsized political influence that some intolerant states command when apportioning congressional seats among the states based on population.

Census data is also used to redraw Congressional, State Legislative and City Council district boundaries to make them equal in population. Sure, some districts can be gerrymandered. But voting rights advocates can also use the data to draw districts that give communities of color, and those who have been traditionally underrepresented, a voice in the halls of power.

It’s mandatory and ensuring safety

The census is required by law. People can be fined $100 for not responding. Federal law also ensures that personal information is private and may not be shared with the immigration service, IRS, or law enforcement.

I am a lawyer. I reviewed the law and was delighted to find that the confidentiality protections have been upheld and strengthened by the courts. Yet, even in light of the strict penalties for those who violate the protections, I am still concerned.

NOAPIA is monitoring the census to keep our community safe. We have lawyers ready to sue if there are breaches and who are available to answer questions. You can report problem to us at http://bit.ly/2ULyiLy.

The way I see it, getting LGBTQ people to participate in the census is ultimately about harm reduction. The data collected inherently underrepresents the multiplicity of our identities. It can feel reductionist, and often dehumanizing, but it is necessary because of the very real implications towards how the government will allocate resources and representation. The census holds a lasting impact. To be missed is to be gone for the next ten years.

Let’s be counted.

Glenn D. Magpantay is a longtime civil-rights lawyer who led community education and advocacy efforts for Census 2000 and 2010. He is executive director of the National Queer Asian Pacific Islander Alliance (NOAPIA)—a federation of LGBT Asian American, South Asian, Southeast Asian, and Pacific Islander organizations. To take the census, visit 2020Census.gov.
Eric Rosen is entering the world of movies with his short-film thriller, Netuser.

However, theater fans in the Midwest, and especially Chicago, will remember Rosen from his time as co-founder and artistic director of About Face Theatre from 1995 to 2008, and as co-founder of About Face Youth Theatre. (He is also a member of the Chicago LGBT Hall of Fame.) Rosen then went on to the Kansas City Repertory Theatre. Among other accomplishments, he directed the original production of A Christmas Story: The Musical, which opened on Broadway in 2012 and was nominated for a Tony Award for Best Musical.

Netuser stars acclaimed actors Denis O’Hare, Claybourne Elder (who’s also Rosen’s husband), Johanna Day and Tatiana Wechsler in a short about an activist whose life unravels when a nightmare about a gay political candidate turns true.

Windy City Times: I’m going to start with a subject that’s currently affecting everyone: How has your life changed because of the COVID-19 pandemic?

Eric Rosen: Well, now we [Rosen, Elder and their son] are in upstate New York, away from New York City. We’ve been living this bucolic life that we never really anticipated. Now we’re stay-at-home dads and, most of my days, I’m working on film stuff or we’re taking care of each other—which is challenging, yet extraordinary. I feel like I know our son so much better now than if he were in day care. But it’s nice to able to walk five miles or so without seeing anyone else. But who knew the apocalypse would be so boring? [Laughs]

WCT: [Laughs] You thought it’d be like Mad Max?

Eric Rosen: [laughs] It’s like Mad Max—in very slow motion. [laughs]

WCT: You have a deep Chicago connection. We didn’t conduct a full “exit interview” with you, but did you leave About Face because it felt natural?

Eric Rosen: To be honest, I was going through some personal things and the opportunity to go to Kansas City—and run a bigger company—arose. It was heartbreaking to leave Chicago; I miss Chicago so much. Kansas City was a break; it was never home. But I quit [Kansas City] almost two years ago, when my son was born.

WCT: How did theater prepare you for film, and what was making a movie different from leading a theatrical production?

Eric Rosen: The advantage of knowing how to write a play made writing Netuser a lot easier; the storytelling is exactly the same. What’s different is that, in film, the actors are the first big thing you work with, and there were elements I hadn’t done before, such as the editing process.

The film shoot was about a week and it was very intense, with 18-hour days. But you do things in reverse order than theater. I had to learn the nuts-and-bolts of filmmaking. It took two solid workdays to put together that sequence where Denis is making the video. I had to find the perfect image to explain who that guy is.

WCT: The cast is pretty impressive.

Eric Rosen: Denis and I have been friends for a really long time. Last spring, he came to our place for lunch. I was working on the script and asked, “Denis, who’s an actor like you who could do this part?”, and he said, “Well, I would do it.” I said, “No, you won’t.” [both laugh.] But we went from a small budget to a larger one that allowed us to get a crew, thanks to Denis’ involvement. He’s an amazing collaborator and actor.

Johanna works with Denis, and was on a very short list of people he thought of for the role. Tatiana actually did a play, Benny and Joon, with Clay.

WCT: Was this made before Pete Buttigieg announced his presidential run [in April 2019]?
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STREAMING THEATER REVIEW
All-One! The Dr. Bronner’s Play
Playwright: Beth Hyland
At: The Passage Theatre on-line
at ThePassageTheatre.com
Tickets: pay-what-you-can (suggested donation $15)
Runs through: May 17

BY MARY SHEN BARNIDGE

ou can still see Dr. Bronner’s Magic Soaps displayed in drugstores today, albeit not conspicuously. This brand of “castle” soap—distinguishable from other ablutive agents by the absence of animal products and chemical additives in its composition—is immediately identifiable by its faux gilded-age labels, liberally embellished with esoteric tracts gleaned from its inventor’s manifesto of spiritual enlightenment.

What we know of Emanuel Bronner’s life comprises a saga beginning with his flight from Nazi Germany to Milwaukee, Wisconsin, where his efforts to re-establish the family soap-making trade were hindered by increasingly erratic behavior leading to his incarceration in a mental hospital. After undergoing electroshock therapy, he escaped in 1949, finding refuge and support for his utopian business practices and mystical cosmological views among the notoriously free-thinking citizens of Southern California.

Even with the inclusion of vintage film footage depicting the visionary huckster himself, only a fraction of our narrative concerns itself with his mercurial career, however—author Beth Hyland being more interested in the philosophical questions raised by a product promising near-unlimited utility as a metaphor for Bronner’s dream of a unified society. Under the pretext of demonstrating the many uses for castile soap (washing individual body parts, disinfecting a variety of surfaces, repelling household vermin, perfuming the surrounding air, etc.), the characters veer off-topic to share their own thoughts thereupon.

Of course, when the Passage Theatre ensemble first embarked on their project, they never suspected that circumstances would necessitate its being staged as a series of monologues performed by ten performers quartered in wholly separate locations. Ironically, the re-scoring of Hyland’s text for on-line broadcast makes for unobstructed transitions and uncluttered stage/screen pictures facilitating a surprisingly agile pace, even during moments demanding multiple-voiced dialogue or fourth-wall audience interaction.

Most of the scenes are presented in stationary-camera spoken-word solo mode, to be sure, but a few are sung to live instrumental accompaniment, one is augmented by salsa-dancing with a kitchen apron, and another is whispered in full blackout (with sound effects). A diatribe on laundry features the speaker washing his clothes while still wearing them, an ode to the persistence of olfactory recall is lent additional intimacy by the poet’s close-up delivery and the kinetic complexity of bathing a dog becomes even funnier when the canine is an inflatable toy.

Despite its fragmented infrastructure, this is first and foremost an ensemble undertaking, worthy of collective commendations for rehearsals conducted in solitary increments and home appliances hastily rendered photogenic. If any single team member deserves star billing, that honor falls to Evelyn Landow, whose video editing stitches together the diverse components so seamlessly that the 80-minute telecast slides along smoothly as though recorded in a single session.

ROSEN from page 13

ER: The movie was shot in September. I wrote it about a year ago right now, and it was inspired a lot by his candidacy. Frankly, some of my LGBT friends, on social media, didn’t seem excited about Pete and were, in fact, kind of resentful of him. That haunted me, and then I had a dream that he was assassinated, which freaks me out—and that’s how this film happened.

I didn’t guess that his campaign would go as well as it did; when I wrote this, I assumed he’d be off the trail for a long time before the film [debuted]. But when we started sending this out to festivals, he won Iowa. I started saying, “Oh, my gosh!”

What changes so quickly in our culture versus what’s so insidious and regressive in our culture is at the heart of what I was thinking about.

WCT: There’s a scene between Peter [O’Hare] and Jenny [Wechsler] in which you had Peter break through the fourth wall.

ER: In the script, he says it to her. But it seemed like something Peter would be thinking so he turned to the camera and I think we took the first take. But he did it, and the whole room went silent. But in the editing room, we thought, “This has to break the rule of how the character functions—especially as the character talks to the camera when making media content.” His performance at that point is incredibly moving and unsettling.

WCT: Interestingly, I had a different interpretation of that scene when I initially saw the film: that what he said was more important than what Jenny was saying.

ER: Oh, I hope not. What I love about [Peter] is that he’s kind of an asshole. I think he’s wrong all the way through. It’s like a mark of Greek tragedy; his character is so full of hubris that he can’t see anything but his own perspective—and that’s what gets him into trouble. He ignores Jenny and he ignores Johann’s character.

WCT: Also, when Clay’s character asked Denis’ character “Why did you do it?,” I wasn’t sure he was referring to the cheating or the political post.

ER: I think he was referring to the cheating, but I’m okay with that being ambiguous. At one point, Clay’s character said, “I feel like you’re two people.” Denis’ character is very compulsive, and I think Clay’s character is asking, “Why did you give him your phone number?” A lot of my gay friends, when watching, have said, “Oh, yeah. I’ve given my phone number so many times. I never think.”

And there are privacy issues. When I started writing this, someone told me that Grindr is now owned by a Chinese company because gay military members can be tracked through that app. It’s so scary, but the point is that you really can expose yourself by sharing personal information.

WCT: China sold Grindr for $600 million last month, but I get your point.

ER: Well done, China. [Both laugh.]

WCT: One minor thing: There’s an actual phone number used in that movie, and it’s not one of those “555” items.

ER: You can’t see all the digits.

WCT: Actually, you can. [Interviewer Googles the number.] It’s for a “James McKay.”

ER: Oh, I didn’t catch that! That’s funny—he is the producer of the film.

WCT: This film covers themes such as technology, social media, racism, paranoia, politics...

ER: And gay parenting.

WCT: Yes, What do you want the viewer to ultimately take away from his film?

ER: What connects this with working at About Face and a lot of the theater work I do is that people will think—specifically, about their own impact on the world and what they’re doing and the complications of [what’s done] in the moment. These are all good questions for us to consider. People can access Netuser for free this week by visiting NetuserFilm.com.
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Born in Johnson City, Tennessee, David Huggard transformed into drag personality Eureka O’Hara and began performing in the local gay club called New Beginnings. Competing in the pageant system around town prepared them for a future in performance art that has taken them around the world.

O’Hara served fish on the ninth season of RuPaul’s Drag Race and was immediately a front-runner in the game. After a torn ligament forced them out of the competition, an open invitation from RuPaul brought them right back the following season. After eventually landing in the top three, their career took off afterwards with music video appearances and RuPaul’s Drag Race Holiday Spectacular.

O’Hara’s latest trip takes them on the road for HBO’s new project We’re Here. Fellow Drag Race contestants have teamed up with O’Hara, Bob the Drag Queen and Shangela Laquifa Wadley, to change people’s lives and shake some conservative beliefs along the way in a six-part unscripted series.

Eureka O’Hara: [Chants] Jerry! Jerry! Jerry! Jerry! Windy City Times:[Laughs] I grew up in Tennessee, just like you!

EOH: Come on, Tennesseans in the house...

WCT: Do you still go by the last name O’Hara?

EOH: Everyone calls me Eureka in real life, but in the pageant system, I actually have several drag names. My full drag name is Eureka Belle O’Hara St. James.

RuPaul just always called me Eureka on TV. It was just easier for me to promote that versus Eureka O’Hara.

I am a junior so I am named David after my dad. I wanted my drag name to be after my mom, which is Ulrike.

WCT: What pronouns do you go by?

EOH: They/them. I’m gender-neutral, queer, fish and a human-hybrid queen all in one!

WCT: There is a lot of talk about drag mothers on the HBO show. Who was yours?

EOH: Jacqueline St. James, the winner of Miss Gay USofA at Large. She was our matriarch pageant queen where I grew up. She was the queen bee and the headliner. She’s a trans, beautiful woman.

WCT: What are your thoughts on the current season of RuPaul’s Drag Race?

EOH: I think it’s great. I am such a huge fan and even more of one after being on the show. It’s a lot of Drag Race on Friday nights now. I heard they set records and the fans stuck with it by watching all three and a half hours.

This Drag Race season is really good. Jackie Cox had me crying on a recent episode. I was upset when Widow Von’Du went home. I was on her team from the first episode when she did that back end. There has been a lot of controversy this season though. At this point, you are either loved or hated by the fans. There’s no in-between.

WCT: Who do you keep in contact with from your season?

EOH: Kameron Michaels and Farrah Moan from between both seasons I was on.

WCT: How were you cast in We’re Here?

EOH: Executive producers Stephen Warren and Johnnie Ingram are very resourceful people. Stephen invited me to lunch and pitched me the idea. He said he wanted to take it to HBO. I didn’t take it seriously at first. A lot of people come to drag queens and want to start projects, but it costs so much to do drag. They came through!

WCT: Why are you three the perfect picks for this show?

EOH: I think because me, Bob and Shangela are all from small towns. We moved into the big city life with Bob in New York and Shangela and I in LA. We had success on RuPaul’s Drag Race. We are good at communicating with people and are empathetic. I feel it works really well.

WCT: I talked to my friend from Tennessee who was the director of photography on the show. When are they taking the show to Tennessee?

EOH: I hope we go to Tennessee. We all want to go to our hometowns for the second season. Shangela is from Paris, Texas and Bob is from Columbus, Georgia.

WCT: How did you pack for this trip?

EOH: Luckily, I have a great assistant and we packed like I do for anything else. It’s just like Drag Race with all the suitcases.

We did have a team that came with us and made some costumes onsite in these towns. Everything happens while we are there. The creative process is done with our drag daughters at the moment. We don’t go in completely ready at all.

That’s where the authenticity of the show is. The TV is just part of the process. There is some creating and working on the important story to tell, but a lot of it happens on the spot. Our drag daughters have a lot of say-so over the performance and help us design it. Their show quality is good for people that have never performed before.

WCT: Clifton on the second episode does really well transforming into drag and is cute.

EOH: People are going to be in love with him. He’s coming to my Instagram Live after the show!

WCT: Why did this straight man want to try drag?

EOH: What we discovered was Clifton was regretful about the way he acted when he was younger. It was his way to forgive himself. His girlfriend wanted him to do it, so he had approval as a straight man. What straight man doesn’t want to be silly and have fun?

WCT: Going into a barn with that redneck crowd on the second episode didn’t scare you?

EOH: Of course it did. I get nervous before almost anything. I am such a timid person secretly.

I use the gentle giant tool. My grandmother told me early in life, “You can’t do anything about how big you are, but you can use it to your advantage!” She was talking about my personality and the way I hold myself.

We fear straight people, as gay men. We are taught to fear them. Most of the time, there is awkwardness because they can sense that fear. It’s uncomfortable and there’s tension there. If you come in as an unafraid gay, then straight men love you. They feel like they don’t have to be “on.” I just talk to them like I am one of them. I do have a weiner, so we can compare if they really want to!

WCT: I did see that tucking episode...

EOH: The meaty tuck, momma! I’m glad that made the cut.

WCT: I was crying on the second episode with the grandfather supporting his grandson.

EOH: Larry was a gem. It was so sweet to see that relationship with the queer community. Relationships like that are out there. It can show people how to help their nephew or grandchild. Just treat them like all the other children!

WCT: I was surprised on the third episode that Branson, Missouri, was not more open-minded.

EOH: In the social world, we have progressed to a point where people don’t care what you are and that is your business. They won’t talk about things claiming that they are “family friendly.” That phrase gets used a lot.

We don’t need to talk about sex in front of people, but the discussion for equal opportunities for homosexual people should be allowed everywhere. That is a weird line where they try to use kids against us. Gurl, bye!

WCT: Kids love drag queens. It’s like a princess dressing up to them.

EOH: Yes, they are big and colorful. They are like cartoon characters. Most of our fanbase are younger kids. My niece is a freshman in high school and all of her friends want signed promo items.

WCT: I heard the premiere party for We’re Here was a Zoom call. How was it?

EOH: It was amazing. Everyone was dancing on my video screen. It was intimate and maybe what we needed at the time.

We are trying to figure out how to navigate through this time. We are still working and pushing out more content.

WCT: My friend said there were wrap parties when each episode finished as well.

EOH: Yes, and the crew became our immediate families. I think it’s the message and the vibe of the show. The people that work on it get to see what we are doing. It creates a camaraderie with everyone that works on it, from the marketing to heteronormative cameramen. They have become family members of mine that I love.

WCT: What do you want audiences to take away from We’re Here?

EOH: For me, I hope I get an Emmy and a second season, but I want people to get a sense of belonging out of the show. There are a lot of stories that people don’t talk about very often that are shown throughout the series. I hope it starts a conversation.

The biggest message is that we all have a place. If you are gay, straight or anywhere in between, it’s about loving and respecting yourself. Bob says it a lot on the show. “We are your doctor or cousin or neighbor down the street. We are all here!”

Follow the adventures of three drag queens making small-town life fierce on HBO Thursdays at 8 p.m. CT, now through June 4.
MOVIE REVIEW

'A Secret Love' shines for a new generation

BY JERRY NUNN

Netflix's new documentary A Secret Love is the story of a relationship between two lesbians named Terry Donahue and Pat Henschel that began in the late '40s. For almost seven decades, even some of their family members remained in the dark about their life behind closed doors. The elderly couple face even more struggles in the latter half of the 81-minute movie.

Chris Bolan, Donahue's great-nephew, was inspired to create this labor of love after visiting his two great aunts. He captures many tender moments through archived footage, photos and love letters while covering hot topics that have affected so many people throughout the years.

Despite all of the hardships, their sweet story can't be stopped. Bolan directs with such sensitivity that Donahue and Henschel's spirits shine through in the face of adversity as he allows outsiders to peek into their private lives.

While much of the story is set in the Midwest, it also moves to Canada where Donahue and Henschel visit a home for retirement. This approaches a topic that has been a concern for many of the aging LGBT community over the years—there are too few retirement homes that are welcoming to LGBT seniors. How sad that we have to watch these women struggle to come out once again as a same sex couple to an assisted living director. The two simply want to be treated like everyone else, with dignity and respect in their old age.

As health problems begin to plague the couple, they are forced to face a looming situation of selling their home and moving to a smaller space. This is where Henschel diggs her heels in and shows she's the Bea Arthur in this golden girl relationship by being the strong arm. This could have gone badly if an agreement with Donahue's niece was not reached. The hard truth is courts are continuing to side with the family over an outside relationship, no matter the length of time two people are together. The struggle continues, but hopefully, a story like this one will make people think about the wishes of an ailing or deceased love one in the future.

Instead of veering too politically on this topic, A Secret Love shows we all need to work together and do the right thing.

The best documentaries make audiences relate to the subjects and this one excels in that department. It's a simple story about a secret romance and overcoming prejudice.

Shout it from the highest hills: A Secret Love will tug at a viewer's heartstrings for many years to come.

MOVIES

Young gay filmmaker debuts LGBT romantic drama

BY MATT SIMONETTE

A gay Massachusetts-based filmmaker will release his new LGBT-themed feature film, which he produced for the unheard-of sum of $400, to YouTube in late May.

Director Josh Cox, 20, based the new film, Summer of Mesa, about two young women who fall in love on Cape Cod during the summer of 1985, on a short film that he produced a few years back. That short garnered more than half a million views on Youtube.

The feature, like the short, focuses on the romance between Lily, a summer visitor to Cape Cod, and Mesa, a local resident. Cox is a native of Cape Cod, and leveraged his local connections in order to film there.

“I’ve never made any film for any amount of money,” explained Cox, who called upon friends and acquaintances to act in Summer of Mesa. “It was a lot of reaching out to locations I would drive by, or looking through real estate listings and asking the owners if I could just come by and film something.”

Summer of Mesa’s $400 budget “was for equipment, transporting people and feeding people,” he added.

Cox had dropped out of college in Massachusetts in order to work in the film industry in Los Angeles, a path he ultimately realized was not working for him.

When he conceived the Summer of Mesa feature, “taking a break from where I was [professionally], and taking a break to tell this story, it felt like it would be more fulfilling to go home.”

Cox’s feature tells the same story as the earlier short subject, albeit with a lighter, more positive tone. He said that the film’s characters were reflective of where he was at that particular moment, “drawing inspiration from his time spent on Cape Cod.

“My connection was really deep with that landscape,” he said. “It’s such a beautiful place to set a story.”

Although he drew from his own experiences, he
Arts funding faces challenges in new landscape

BY MATT SIMONETTE

Equality Illinois invited local advocates to address the implications of the coronavirus pandemic for the state’s arts community for a May 5 online discussion.

The talk was part of Equality Illinois’ weekly town hall meetings series, which the organization has been holding over the duration of the state’s shelter-in-place orders.

Speakers in the May 5 discussion expressed both grave concern but reserved optimism for Illinois arts professionals as socio-economic landscape undergoes a seismic shift.

“The livelihoods of so many creatives are in peril,” said Marcia Festen, a member of the board of directors at 3Arts, which provides relief to artists and arts agencies. “I think we’re going to lose a lot of really good organizations.”

Ian Martin, artistic director for Haven Theatre, added, “The ground has fundamentally changed. ... It’s very hard to see so many in the community struggling.”

Festen said that, despite myriad and isolated shows of generosity, arts organizations have fallen “to the bottom of people’s list of priorities,” which was especially unfortunate since many of those organizations sponsored work addressing social justice issues.

But the participants discussed how artist communities have mobilized over the course of the pandemic, taking advantage of technology to showcase their work with online performances and exhibitions, for example.

“There is a lot of seed-planting,” said Jared Lewis, co-founder of Pride South. “...I’m excited to see what kind of fruit those seeds will bring six or 12 months from now.”

But while such activities might hold promise for stretching the boundaries of expression, few offered prospects of financial stability. Discussion participants were asked how organizations and community members with no connections to arts-funding could best support local artists. Their answer was straightforward: Give artists jobs.

“Art is everywhere,” said Lewis, who said that organizations need creative work done all the time. “... It’s about listing the jobs to be done, and looking at how to plug folks in.”

Martin added, “Any opportunity that can be made to hire an artist—by all means, go for that.”

Lewis opined that a vibrant arts scene can play a key role as the community eventually tries to heal from both a medical disaster and the socio-economic wreckage in its wake.

“Art is centered in everything we do, in [both] a formal and informal economy,” he said.

In a statement, artistic director Kristi Szczepanek said, “With staff departures and others on the team wanting to move forward with new projects, we felt a celebratory 10th and final season would be the best option for us. And with the company dissolving on our terms, BPBCo. gets to end its fantastic run on a high note, featuring a world premiere play from one of our founders and a celebratory cabaret highlighting 10 years of stories and song.”

Brown Paper Box Co.’s 10th season begins with Prodigy: A Modern Family Portrait, by Managing Director and company co-founder Anna Schutz and featuring Artistic Director Kristi Szczepanek. This world-premiere play will run July 23-Aug. 23 at the Athenaeum Theatre’s Studio Two.

And in October, BPBCo. concludes its run with “One Last Time: A Celebratory Cabaret,” a two-night cabaret event at Stage 773. Hosted by Marketing Director and company co-founder M. William Panek, “One Last Time” comes to Lake View on Oct. 9-10 to celebrate 10 years of dedication, talent, heart, and music.

Additional information including cast, staff, designer and on-sale date announcements can be found by visiting BrownPaperBox.org.

‘Teenage Dick’ to now run through May 17

Chicago’s Theater Wit announced another two-week extension of its current, critically acclaimed virtual production of Teenage Dick. It now runs through Sunday, May 17.

Wit has sold more than 1,000 remote view tickets since launching its virtual run in mid-March and, with capacity capped at 98 viewers per stream, several of Wit’s online performances have played to sold-out houses. Moreover, over half of the ticket buyers to date have resided outside Illinois, with audiences logging in from as far as Canada, Japan, the United Kingdom and Pakistan.

Tickets for shows Thursday through Sunday start at $25; for tickets and information, visit TheaterWit.org or call 773-975-8150.
This is the time of year when TV networks announce their upcoming season. One show that didn’t make the cut was Fun, a comedy pilot ordered by CBS which would have reunited Ugly Betty co-stars Becki Newton and Michael Urie. Apparently the network didn’t find it all that fun. CBS also cancelled Broke, Man with a Plan, Tommy and Carol’s Second Act. But they did pick up a remake of The Equalizer, starring Queen Latifah.

You know what hasn’t been cancelled? “Billy Masters LIVE!” As you saw in the opening quote, Paul Shaffer (from The Late Show with David Letterman) stopped by to surprise my special guest, Darlene Love. That show had a whole lotta musical folks surrounding a whole lotta love. With a good helping of gossip—cause that’s what we do! Check out our YouTube channel at Billy Masters TV.

On another show, I was joined by journalist Sue O’Connell to chat with legendary diver Greg Louganis. I surprised him with fellow Olympic diver Kent Ferguson. That show had a whole lotta abs! Didya know Greg Louganis has been DYING to be on Dancing with the Stars? And yet they’ve passed on him—even for the season devoted to athletes! And yet, “DWTS” has found room for such luminaries as Jerry Springer, Buzz Aldrin and Master P. We also unearthed the audition video Greg and Kent made for The Amazing Race—another show they haven’t appeared on. But they both appeared with me—as you can see on BillyMasters.com/TV.

And like me, many people have come up with inventive ways to keep people entertained. I was tickled when I read that a restaurant in Michigan City, Indiana, hired drag queens to deliver food for curbside pickup. Fiddlehead Restaurant calls it “Dragside Pickup!” Before anyone accuses them of cultural appropriation (a term I find revolting), Fiddlehead is an LGBT-owned establishment.

Our “Ask Billy” question comes from Terry in Chicago: “Did you see those photos of Lil Nas X in his hot tub?” I must confess I didn’t know anything about Lil Nas X’s hot-tub photos until you mentioned them. Were they steamy? Sure, in that hot tub way. But they weren’t as hot as the full-frontal nudes we have on BillyMasters.com.

When I have to worry about the coronavirus and tigers, it’s time for me to end yet another column. And didn’t I hear that someone allegedly caught it from a tiger? You don’t think ... do you? While I look into this, you should check out BillyMasters.com—the site where you can read gossip and watch some great original programming. If you have a question, send it along to Billy@BillyMasters.com, and I promise to get back to you before Lil Nas posts photos of himself in a hot tub ... with a tiger! Until next time, remember: One man’s filth is another man’s bible.
When you're here, you're family ...
2Bears Tavern Group prepares community meals

Twice weekly on Tuesdays and Fridays, the staff of 2Bears Tavern Group distributes community meals at Meeting House Tavern, 5025 N. Clark St., 2-6 p.m. The effort began immediately after the order to close the bars as a lifeline to the staffs of Meeting House Tavern, The SoFo Tap and Jackhammer. Soon, the owners reached out to include other LGBTQ hospitality staff and, from there, anyone in need was able to take advantage of the effort.

About 80 meals (consisting of a hot meal and a "snack bag") are served each day. By May 1, they had served their 1,000th meal to the community.

Joseph Stevens Photography
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Culinary spots to consider for delivery/pickup (part II)

BY ANDREW DAVIS

As with practically all businesses at this time, restaurants are fighting to survive—and have had to adapt by, among other things, getting creative with curbside/delivery offerings since dine-in service is currently shuttered. This list continues what was in the April 29 issue, covering a variety of cuisines and locations:

—Brass Heart: The Uptown restaurant is offering virtual group dining starting Friday, May 15. There will be a four-course tasting menu (with items such as potato gnocchi, pan-roasted monkfish, duck breast and white chocolate blondie)—and a meet-and-greet with Chef Matt Kerney via Zoom. The cost will be $85/person (and groups of eight or more are encouraged); email brassheartchicago@gmail.com or call 773-564-9680 to place orders.

—Brasserie Jo: Working out of the Osteria Via Stato space in River North, French spot Brasserie Jo has returned after being closed for a decade, The Chicago Tribune reported. Through Saturday, May 23, there will be collection of favorites (carrots a la Jo, green asparagus soup, shrimp bag 2020 a la B. Jo, chocolate mousse and a French baguette) for $27.95/person (pre-paid order) and even Ethiopian-style tiramisu.

—Demera Ethiopian restaurant: Listed under GrubHub, Demera has an enticing selection of African dishes, including kayezer salata (beet salad), ye-beg wot (spicy stewed lamb), beef sambusse (which requires people to be 21 to order) and even Ethiopian-style taimis.

—The Purple Pig: Chef Jimmy Bannos Jr.'s Michigan Avenue spot has the Greek Feast for delivery (on Tock) and pickup. The feast consists of roasted Greek chicken, Greek lasagna, Greek salad with gigantic beans, and baklava. Prepaid delivery for parties of one through 20 is required.

—TAO Chicago: Items at this esteemed River North restaurant are available for curbside pickup and delivery (via Grubhub, Uber Eats, DoorDash or Postmates) Wednesdays through Sundays at 4-9 p.m. Available items include Chilean sea bass satay, lobster wontons, triple pork-fried rice, Shanghai fried rice, filet mignon pepper steak and the ever-popular giant fortune cookie, among other things. (BTW, guests who call TAO at 224-888-0383 for pickup will receive a 10-percent discount.)

—Chicago Waffles: Of course, people don't just order dinner. Chicago Waffles (which has two Loop locations) has a nice selection of offerings, such as red-velvet waffle, the Steak Skillet Breakfast, the Beny Breakfast (with two poached eggs and hollandaise sauce, along with potatoes and fruit), biscuits and gravy, and much more.

—Blind Faith Cafe: Available on Caviar, DoorDash, Seamless and Grubhub, this Evanston spot serves vegetarian and vegan fare as well as baked goods. Items include spicy fried Brussels sprouts, warm onion Gruyere tart, flautas, quinoa salad bowl, Thai peanut noodles and barbecue seitan sandwich.

—Lark Chicago: This Boystown restaurant has its wide variety of comfort items available for pickup and delivery. Choose items such as chipotle lime chicken sandwich, pesto arancini, the Lark Smash Burger, the cheeseburger pizza, pulled pork mac ‘n cheese and the Ghiradelli chocolate-chip cookies.

—Mott Street Chicago: The spot (at 1401 N. Ashland Ave.) that some consider to have the best burger in Chicago is open for pickup/delivery Thursdays through Sundays at noon-9 p.m. Yes, the Mott Burger is still here (with or without egg)—but there are also selections such as kimchi udon, crispy wings; Thai-style "papaya salad," grilled cauliflower, five-spice ribs and the bi bim bop rice bowl.
made the lead characters female since he finds female characters easier to write for and about. “I’ve been so much more inspired by women,” Cox said. “That goes with my identity, I guess. I’ve been surrounded my women my whole life. I’ve come to understand them and they’ve come to understand me.”

He got additional aesthetic inspiration from the 1983 French drama A Nos Amours, he said, further leading him to set Summer of Mesa in 1985, a time when characters would not be utilizing technology as shortcuts to communication. “I hate watching something and suddenly a text message just pops up on the screen,” Cox explained. “For my next film, I’d like to set it in the 1960s. I don’t think I could ever make anything set in the present day.”

Getting Summer of Mesa distributed was a long and difficult road, he recalled. “This has been a tremendous learning experience, not having anybody around me who knows the right thing to do,” Cox said. He researched numerous distributors who had handled films that were similar to Summer of Mesa, but was met only with “lots of waiting,” he added. “And then, COVID happened.”

Ultimately, since at least Cox’s outlay of cash was minimal by feature standards, he put the film on Youtube, where the film stands a good chance of being seen by audiences. “Six months ago, I never thought I would do that,” he said. “Now, I’m really happy with that decision.”

Cox is currently sheltering in place in Massachusetts, trying to determine his next steps, be they returning to school or trying to launch a new film project resulting from a more “conventional path.”

No matter which direction he goes, Cox said, “I definitely want to continue exploring [both] queer narratives and what the faces of queer characters look like.”

Summer of Mesa debuts on Youtube on Friday, May 22. See https://www.youtube.com/JoshCoxFilm.
May 13, 2020

[NOTE: Events may not occur because of compliance with guidelines connected with the COVID-19 outbreak. Please contact the venue if interested in a particular event to see if said event is still scheduled.]

Wed., May 13

10% Show Panel Interview  The 10% Show was a cable access Chicago-based LGBTQ monthly newsmagazine which ran 21 episodes between 1989 and 1991 on the wide diversity of LGTBQ life in Chicago. Registration required  7 p.m. Visit http://gerberhart.org/the-10-show. Tickets: http://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZIlfuuoqTgpHtw6JFYhwL4iVJeLGFTsR

Saturday, May 16


Saturday, May 21


Saturday, May 30

Mary Don’t You Weep: Utilizing Pandemic Experiences to Understand Difference Part 2. Join the Lighthouse Foundation for a conversation about how faith communities, nonprofits and individuals can utilize our present pandemic experience to better understand difference and to cultivate empathy. 12:00pm - 2:00pm. Email admin@lighthousechicago.org or visit https://www.facebook.com/LighthouseChi/

Tegan & Sara, Jackie Mendoza POSTPONED  Tickets sales have been postponed. More information to come. Ages 18+  Doors 7 p.m.  8:00pm The Riviera Theatre  4746 N Racine Chicago  http://www.eventbrite.com/e/tegan-sara-tickets-98720223847

Saturday, June 6

Mary Don’t You Weep: Utilizing Pandemic Experiences to Understand Difference Part 3. Join the Lighthouse Foundation for a conversation about how faith communities, nonprofits and individuals can utilize our present pandemic experience to better understand difference and to cultivate empathy. 12:00pm - 2:00pm. Email admin@lighthousechicago.org or visit https://www.facebook.com/LighthouseCChi/

Mary Don’t You Weep: Utilizing Pandemic Experiences to Understand Difference Part 4. Join the Lighthouse Foundation for a conversation about how faith communities, nonprofits and individuals can utilize our present pandemic experience to better understand difference and to cultivate empathy. 12:00pm - 2:00pm. Email admin@lighthousechicago.org or visit https://www.facebook.com/LighthouseCChi/

Sunday, June 7

Buffalo Grove Pride. Now it is a car parade. Family-friendly. 11:00am Checker Dr., Buffalo Grove, https://www.pintaprideproject.com/pridedrive

Monday, June 8

Virtual Jeff Awards  The Chicago theater community’s annual awards recognizing non-Equity theater productions. Information on accessing the program will be available in early June. http://www.jeffawards.org

Tuesday, June 9

Chicago LGBT Hall of Fame POSTPONED  Induction ceremony has been moved to October (no exact date). Chicago History Museum, 1601 N. Clark St., http://chicagolgbthalloffame.org

Friday, June 12

55th annual Andersonville Midsommarfest POSTPONED  Andersonville Midsummerfest is a celebration of Midsummer in Sweden—which falls during the summer solstice-Andersonville’s Swedish heritage, LGTBQ+ pride, vibrant local business community and is usually the unofficial start of summer in Chicago. Application deadline extended. It is now slated for Aug. 21-23. http://Andersonville.org/midsommarfest

Friday, May 15

Victory Gardens will stream its 2017-18 production of Fun Home. Photo of Danni Smith by Liz Lauren

‘HOME’ FRONT

Friday, May 15

Victory Gardens will stream its 2017-18 production of Fun Home. Photo of Danni Smith by Liz Lauren

Hey Steele... I need to talk to you about somethin’

Can it wait ferrell? I gotta go help breyer shovel the driveway

Wearing shorts? are you crazy? it’s like 7 degrees outside!

Yeah, Well... breyer’s out there in his bike shorts

And I ain’t gonna let him think he’s tougher than me

That just proves you’re both nuts! Anyway... what I wanted to talk to you about...

You know Dave n’ I are getting married this spring, right?

How could I not? Richard’s runnin’ around measurin’ everybody for those weird renaissance costumes you want us all to wear.

Medieval Costumes

Yeah, weird

Why couldn’t you have had an avenger’s wedding instead?

Kyle’s Bed & Breakfast  by Greg Fox

That ain’t really romantic

Since when have you ever been romantic, Ferrell?

Dave n’ I are each gonna have our own best man at the wedding. Dave picked lance cause well... they’re co-workers and they’ve gotten pretty tight over the years.

And I was thinkin’ maybe...

You’d wanna be mine.

Me?!!

Cool, n’ maybe Kyle could help you write your speech... for the toast

How could I not? Richard’s runnin’ around measurin’ everybody for those weird renaissance costumes you want us all to wear.

Why couldn’t you have had an avenger’s wedding instead?

Cool, n’ maybe Kyle could help you write your speech... for the toast

How could I not? Richard’s runnin’ around measurin’ everybody for those weird renaissance costumes you want us all to wear.

Why couldn’t you have had an avenger’s wedding instead?

Yeah, I mean... I know we used to hate each other, but...

...I think we’ve gotten to be like... sorta good friends.

Yeah, um... okay, I’ll do it.

Wow, um... okay. I’ll do it.

Aw, geez, you better not embarrass me, Steele. I hate Ben! Embarrassed

Then you really oughta get rid of that hat...
Ray J. Koenig III and Clark Hill PLC

Clark Hill is a multidisciplinary, national law firm that draws on our attorneys’ industry and policy knowledge, our deeply held shared values, and a global network of premier firms and advisors to provide innovative legal solutions and client-service excellence worldwide.

CLARK HILL  clarkhill.com

The Law Office of Roger V. McCaffrey-Boss, P.C.

When experience counts...
In service to the community
for over 35 years.

- Business Organization
- Wills, Trusts & Probate
- Real Estate Closings
- Premarital Agreements

33 N. Dearborn St., Suite 800, Chicago, IL 60602
312-263-8800  RVM_LAWYER@AOL.COM

Ehrlich Dental
General & Cosmetic Dentistry

- Licensed Sedation Dentistry
- Check Out Our Reviews Online

3118 N. Sheffield Ave.
Chicago, IL
(773) 935-0300
www.EhrlichDental.com
Serving Lakeview & Beyond!

Mulryan & York
Attorneys At Law

4001 N. Wolcott
Chicago, IL 60613
(773) 248-8887

LOCIO CUSTOM FRAMING
FRAMING CHICAGO’S ART SINCE 1991
1478 W. Berwyn, Andersonville

Hector Cerda
773-782-6300

Allstate. You're in good hands.

ACHILLE BENKO & DUVALL
BUSINESS SERVICES and CPAs

SERVING: ARTISTS PROFESSIONALS BUSINESS OWNERS

www.abd-cpas.com • (847) 257-7330
CITYWIDE PRIDE

LGBTQ-affirming healthcare in a neighborhood near you

Uptown  Humboldt Park
Englewood  Hyde Park
Edgewater  Back of the Yards
Rogers Park  Lakeview

Call 773.388.1600 to make an appointment today.
howardbrown.org